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Abstract 

This study is centralized on the significance of post-colonial criticism implanted in Edward 

Morgan Forster’s A Passage to India and Mulk Raj Anand’s Untouchable employing varying 

quintessential post-colonial theories coined by important post-colonial theorists. The following 

research involves scrutinizing the post-colonial space and the major critics in it corresponding with 

the horrifying ramifications of imperialism that alters the socio-political, cultural, and economical 

dogmas of a nation including the linguistic approach which plays an important role in the 

development of the literary canon. This research explores the subject of colonial implications 

presented by two different writers originating from far away poles which conclusively examines 

how two distinct categories of colonial exploitation work one being triggered by foreign agents 

and another being planted inside the premises of a nation making a distinction between the 

mechanism of oppression. The two primary texts’ projects justify the outlook on the aftermath 

colonialism and also portray important theories of Hybridity, Oppression, and Othering. 

 

Keywords: Hybridity, Culture, Othering, Colonialism, Oppression, Post-Colonial, Bhabha, 
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Introduction 

Colonialism in the literary sphere is defined by the ideology of exercising the hegemony of 

oppression by the monopoly of power through expansion capturing the economic, social, and 

political means of the prime country nullifying their individuality and nationality by exerting 

authority. The colonial literature records the events of imperialism in the framework of society and 
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also examines the impact of colonialism in literature by portraying concerns of fractured self. A 

remarkable event of Colonialism reversed the social hierarchy and eradicated the equilibrium left 

reverberations that were recorded as the aftermath effects of colonialism which was termed as 

post-Colonialism that gradually became a notable school of literature that flowered significant 

theories and criticism. 

The term post-Colonialism can be defined in several ways but the approachable way to elucidate 

it is that this domain doesn’t only examines the reverberation of colonialism but also represents 

race, identity, and class after the reward of acclaimed freedom and independence. Post-colonial 

literature reconstructs history reclaiming the voice of subjugated reminiscing the interrelation and 

interaction between colonizer and colonized. The foremost theory also projects an insight on the 

concept of domination and to overcome the same and the very ability of any political domination 

to sustain even in the modern era. 

The concept of post-Colonialism should be analyzed with two different approaches of a specific 

version that is two forms majorly one being the hyphenated version and the other being the 

unhyphenated version individually carrying varying objectives, methodology, and meaning. 

The hyphenated variant was first utilized by political specialists and market analysts to mean the 

period after expansionism, however, from about the last part of the seventies, it was transformed 

into an all the more wide-running culturalism in the possession of abstract pundits and others. The 

unhyphenated version is routinely used to recognize it from the previous cycle that alluded 

distinctly to the explicit period and to demonstrate a propensity toward scholarly analysis and the 

investigation of different talks at the convergence of race, orientation, and diaspora, among others. 

This major project employs significant yet multitudes of postcolonial theories that showcase the 

advent of post-colonialism and also projects it as a specific body of research. This project tends to 

unfold quintessential ideologies that acquire the concern of post-colonialism such as Hybridity, 

Subaltern, Hegemonic Oppression, Binary Opposition, Colonial Discourse, etc. 

The primary scope and objective of this major project are to validate the pre-existing postcolonial 

theories fabricated by touchstones of postcolonial theorists and critics through two texts originating 

altogether from different regions and origins. A passage to India by Edward Morgan Forster and 
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Untouchable by Mulk Raj Anand culminates varying experiences and visions on the same subject 

matter concerning the aftermath results of colonization and imperialism. These two novels record 

different post-colonial theories with distinct levels and degrees such as the theory of Cultural 

Hybridity by Homi K Bhabha works on different levels beginning from geographical, physical, 

and religious fluidness. The ideology of Hegemonic Oppression by Antonio Gramsci progressed 

in different orders such as physical oppression, and psychological oppression. The significant 

concept of othering present in post-colonialism can be traced by the very idea of self and other 

through the positioning of dichotomous thought process which gives rise to never-ending racism, 

subjugation, and inequality. These two texts altogether project the idea of colonial discourse and 

juxtapose two novels within a conflicting setting one reflecting the idea of foreign forces and 

oppression that interfere in the socio-political and cultural structure of India as a nation which 

portrays the outer conflict of our nation. On the contrary, the primary novel Untouchable written 

by Indian writer Mulk Raj Anand focuses on the idea of internal conflict that is present within the 

people of our country, where the citizens of one nation put their companions in the lower 

positioning of subaltern through the monopoly of power. Anand criticized the internal battles of a 

country that creates obstacles in the path of development and progression as social evils these evils 

are covered in the layers of orthodox conventionality which thus creates inequality, brutality, and 

oppression. 

 

Hybridity 

Bhabha’s most influential work of post-colonial theory is the collection of essays and books titled 

the location of culture which was originally published in 1994 and his other works which hold 

great significance are Beyond Photography, Black Savant, and Dark Princess. 

The concept of cultural translation most fundamentally is addressed by H.K. Bhabha in a chapter 

named How Newness Enters the World: Postcolonial Postmodern Space-Time and the Trials of 

Cultural Translation in his fundamental work The Location of Culture. This piece of the part is 

given to the book The Satanic Verses by Indian author Salman Rushdie, who experienced 

childhood in Britain. 
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The general thought of pure culture is kept isolated from the outside culture against which Bhabha 

proposes the philosophy of Cultural Hybridity. Bhabha’s idea isn't just complicated 

but primarily focuses on developing a post-colonial hypothesis to get a handle on the concept. For 

Bhabha culture is not a static substance for him, it is not an embodiment that can be fixed in reality. 

Culture for a Bhabha is a liquid idea that is always in motion. For Bhabha, no unbending and fixed 

cultural or social identity can't be additionally advanced. Bhabha argues that every single social or 

cultural assertion and framework are built in a space that he calls the 'Third Space of articulation. 

Cultural identity generally arises in this disconnected and conflicted space, which for Bhabha 

makes the case for a progressive 'purity of social, cultural or political notions unarguable. For him, 

the acknowledgment of this conflicted space of social character might help us to conquer the 

exoticism of social variety for the acknowledgment of enabling hybridity. For Bhabha, hybridity 

is the process by which the overseeing authority attempts to interpret the personality of the 

colonized inside a particular general structure however at that point comes up short to deliver 

something recognizable yet new. Bhabha argues that a novel hybrid character or subject-position 

rises out of the entwining of components of the colonizer and colonized testing the legitimacy and 

validness of any essentialist social character. 

In the postcolonial discourse, the thought that any culture or character is unadulterated or 

fundamental is debatable. Bhabha himself is mindful of the risks of fixity and fetishism of entities 

in the dichotomous nature. 

Bhabha attempts to stabilize the cultural flux and hybridity that characterizes the relationship 

between the colonizer and colonized. The attempt of stating colonization as a civilizing mission 

was fabricated to build the colonized civilized in terms of education and linguistic approach and 

make them stand at the same level as the colonizer where inferior eastern countries were exposed 

to the superior Eurocentric British colonizers where they would ultimately learn from colonizers 

and would be elevated at the same pace. This project was skillfully stated in Macauley’s 135 

minutes where he states that the colonial gov should spend more on English education in India to 

create a class of persons Indian in blood and color but English in taste, opinions, morals, and 

intellects. This mission put forth a problematizing concept which is erasing the gap between 
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superior and inferior and colonizer and colonized which is undermining the whole aim of 

colonization and rule. If there is the ideology of colonized being a replica of the colonizer then the 

very notion of the binary opposition falls apart. So Bhabha states that though the colonizer wants 

colonized to mimic them to imitate them the same breaks down. So, the idea arises that colonized 

have become slightly white but quite not white, speak partially English but not fully English. 

Therefore, it is an imitation but it is not something that can be desired and accepted by the person 

who is being imitated because it also presents a sort of mimicry of that person. The possibility of 

comically undermining the colonizer and their civilization through a partial repetition is what 

Bhabha refers to as a menace of mimicry. 

Different types of hybridity can be introspected in distinct frameworks or systems such as: - 

• Racial hybridity: The concept of hybridity belongs to science, where hybrids are 

characterized as mirroring the consolidation of two hereditary streams, so it could appear to be 

sensible to discuss hybridity about race. Most previously colonial social orders have their 

unmistakable, regional words to depict individuals of blended race lineage. 

Linguistic hybridity. Linguistic hybridity can allude to components from foreign dialects mixed 

into a given language, whether it's the advocacy of English words into Asian or African dialects or 

the appearance of Asian or African words into English. 

Throughout the long history of British expansionism in India, a lot of Indian words entered British 

discourse, first among the white Anglo Indians, however, after some time, these words entered the 

English language all the more extensively. Today, words like pajamas, bungalow, and 

mulligatawny are regularly utilized without the mindfulness that they get from Indian dialects. 

Also, words like "mumbo-jumbo" have entered the English language from African dialects. 

• Literary Hybridity: Modern Literary genres, for example, the novel and the short tale 

are methods of composing concocted in the West, however, they were promptly embraced by 

provincial creators in Africa and Asia. However, very quickly after it arose, the unfamiliar 

sort of the western novel became one of the essential ways by which Africans and Asians started 

to all in all envision a feeling of public, social personality. 

• Cultural hybridity: Culture, characterized with regards to art, music, style, cooking, etc., 
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maybe the broadest and maybe additionally the most straightforward spot to contemplate hybridity. 

Cultural hybridity can be observed by varying examples in our society or traditions such as the 

culmination of different cuisines including Chinese, Italian, and Asian also it can be exemplified 

through the physical appearances such as a Britisher wearing a saree or an Indian wearing a skirt. 

• Religious Hybridity: In religious hybridity, the inquiry is typically not if somebody 

converts to an unfamiliar or forced strict conviction framework, however, but how different 

traditions or religious frameworks associate and make contact with local tradition or norms 

 

The notion of Hybridity in Untouchable and A Passage to India 

The very idea of pure culture is kept separated from the foreign culture against which Bhabha 

proposes the ideology of cultural hybridity. Bhabha’s concept is not only complex but central in 

the position of constructing post col theory to grasp Bhabha’s theory for Bhabha culture is not a 

static entity for him it is not a theoretical concept that can be positioned in utmost constant. 

• Geographical Hybridity 

In Edward Morgan Forster’s A Passage to India, the setting of Chandrapore shows an illustration 

of hybridity, which is a position of the culmination. Fielding and Aziz attempt to accomplish a 

hybrid persona by making companionships between them. Fielding and Dr. Aziz are intimated by 

starting to trust one another. He doesn't care about his connection to Indians as he is a man of no 

racial inclination. In any case, but then, he lost his standard normal perspective on human 

intercourse, what's more, felt that we exist not in ourselves, rather in each other's psyche. 

• Cultural Hybridity 

This hybridity sense out of the consonance between the Indians and the English makes a mimetic 

circumstance. Aziz tends to make India in England obviously, similarly as you can make England 

in India needs to bear the gigantic cost and makes it dreadful. At the point when Aziz is wearing 

the blended style of Indian what's more, English from pendant to discord, it uncovered the principal 

slackness that uncovers the race. 

To Aziz, the undertaking to Marabar Caves is with companions, not with Indians and the English. 

It becomes fruitful to all, yet the following morning, Mr. Haq, the Overseer of Police captures Aziz 
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for offending Miss Quested in the Marabar Caves, Miss Quested has been offended in one of the 

Marabar Caves. This happening assumes all English to a fault. The essential fault of flightiness 

goes to Fielding, who misses the early train. The outcome is the point at which a man blends 

himself up with locals; consistently finishes in some insult. 

After the preliminary, Fielding considers Aziz as foul for having thought that he is charged by a 

no a lady individual magnificence. Aziz's this sort of reasoning makes an obstruction between him 

and Fielding. Additionally, Hamidullah's remark on Mrs. Moore's demise in Aden furthermore, 

insulting to Ronny shocks Mr. Fielding. 

The hybridity factor in Mulk Raj Anand's Untouchable. Some cases show the hybridists in the 

character of Bakha, the hero of this book. The Tommies had regarded him as a person andhe had 

figured out how to consider himself better than his outcasts. Wouldn’t fret the cool definitely, 

enduring at willing since he could forfeit decent many solaces for what he called Fashion, by which 

he got the craft of wearing pants, breeches, coat, puttees, boots, and so on like worn by the British 

and Indian warriors in India. However, Bakha was an offspring of Modern India. The obvious 

styles of European dress had dazzled his gullible brain. This unmistakable straightforwardness had 

wrinkled his old Indian awareness and cut profound new lines where every one of the 

contemplations which caused India to develop a skirty ensemble as best fitted for the human body, 

lay dormant. He had been informed they were sahibs, unrivaled individuals. He had felt that to 

place on their fabrics made one a sahib as well. So, he attempted to duplicate them in all things, to 

duplicate them too as he could in the exigencies of his particularly Indian conditions. Bakha needs 

to spruce up like a sahib, Bakha needs to wear boots and covers like Them. 

• Linguistic Hybridity 

Forster's description of society is practically is empty and colorless, as shown by the magnificent 

negative opening of the novel, where the depiction of Chandrapore is restricted by precise declines 

which deny extraordinary cliches. At the point when an Indian expression shows up, (for example, 

'maidan' for esplanade it is replaced by the English settlement up on the slope, the 'tropical 

pleasance' or geological development that imitates England in India. The decline of Indian 

signifiers proposes that Forster had come to see the consideration of the Indian language as 
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hazardous, inauthentic, and profoundly sketchy. 

Aziz might complain about the English when he is with his Moslem companions, yet he yearns to 

talk immaculate English and be companions with Fielding and Mrs. Moore. Brief looks at his way 

of life are given as he recounts Urdu and Persian verses with his companions; he composes Moslem 

sonnets which the Hindu Godbole calls 'bhakti', excellent. However, he is attracted to assimilation, 

as shown by his reference to post-Impressionism, which Fielding excuses as absurd. Subsequently, 

the novel doesn't just cause to notice slips and slippages between dialects, yet to the trouble of 

connecting beyond anything that can be described and getting a handle on a significant casing of 

social reference. 

• Religious Hybridity 

Mulk Raj Anand presents three resolvent in his novel to end the oppression, discrimination, and 

segregation of untouchables. The primary and basic resolvent is Christianity which can also be 

recorded as a form of religious fluidness or hybridity which is introduced to Bakha through the 

salvationist preacher, Colonel Hutchinson. He advises Bakha to change his religion over to 

Christianity. Bakha was once told by his father that all men are humble and itis their religion that 

protects them from blending with the outcastes. At the point when Hutchinson lets him know that 

Jesus accepts all men independent of their social, religious, caste belongingness which increases 

his inclinations toward Christianity. This can also be termed as a means of imparting a superior 

religion to an inferior religion and negating its existence. This very religious conversion was also 

a means of oppression. 

Hegemony 

Gramsci eluded the concept of Hegemony in the Prison Writings. The thought came as a 

component of his evaluation of the deterministic market analyst translation of history; of 

mechanical verifiable realism. Hegemony, to Gramsci, is the social, moral, and philosophical 

initiative of a gathering over partnered and inferior gatherings. This authority, in any case, isn't just 

practiced in the superstructure - or the terms of Benedetto Croce-isn't just moral political, because 

it additionally should be financial, and be founded on the capacity that the main gathering practices 

in the core of the monetary movement. It depends on the harmony between assent and compulsion. 
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Gramsci originally noticed that in Europe, the prevailing class, the bourgeoisie, administered with 

the assent of subordinate masses. 

The bourgeoisie was authoritative because it safeguarded and interests of the inferior classes to get 

their help. The errand of the working class was to beat the authority of the bourgeoisie and become 

authoritative itself. 

Even though for certain researchers the Gramscian idea of authority guesses the main job of the 

predominant class in the economy, Gramsci accepted that the main job of the prevailing class 

should incorporate belief system and awareness, or at least, the superstructure. The area of social, 

philosophical, and scholarly factors as crucial for the low class in its battle to turn into the main 

class is Gramsci's principal commitment to the Marxist hypothesis. With it, the Italian scholarly 

tried to subvert the monetary determinism of chronicled realism. He was recognizing that 

individuals had a serious level of office ever: human will and keenness assumed a part as central 

as the economy. 

Even though Gramsci was brutally incredulous of what he called the revolting authentic realism 

and economism of Marxism, as a Marxist he accepted the crucial significance of the economy. 

Now, notwithstanding, monetary determinism is by all accounts an issue for the Gramscian idea 

of authority and the manners in which the working class can become domineering. As indicated 

by Gramsci, just a domineering gathering that has the assent of partners and subalterns can begin 

a transformation, which would imply that laying out lowly authority before the communist 

revolution is vital. Notwithstanding, how could the working class have a predominant situation in 

the realm of the economy before the communist insurgency. Gramsci recommends that to 

accomplish an authoritative position, the low class should align with other gatherings battling for 

the future interests of communist society, similar to the proletariat. The thought was to lay out 

another chronicled coalition and another group will of the inferior classes. This, in expressions of 

I’m Hyung Baeg, can be deciphered as counter-authority something that is anything but a genuine 

authority in a severe sense, yet monetary, political, and philosophical arrangements for authority 

before toppling private enterprise or before winning state. 

One of the manners in which the low class should embrace such an errand is through natural 
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learned people, which for Gramsci, are the predominant gathering's appointees practicing the 

inferior elements of social authority and political government. Their work in the public arena is 

that of getting sorted out, overseeing, coordinating, teaching, or driving others. These particular 

units, shaped both in the average ideological group and through instruction, had the obligation of 

getting sorted out, managing, coordinating, teaching, or driving others. The arrangement of public 

well-known aggregate is not an independent interaction, nor is the desire of that system. The 

naturally intelligent people, who should be inconsequential to the erudite people of the bourgeoisie, 

should sort out and intercede in the development of the public famous group will. 

Gramsci's experiences about how power is comprised in the domain of thoughts and information 

- communicated through assent as opposed to driving - have roused the utilization of express 

techniques to challenge domineering standards of authenticity. Gramsci's thoughts have affected 

well-known instruction works, including the grown-up proficiency and cognizance raising 

strategies for Paulo Freire in his Pedagogy of the Oppressed (1970), freedom philosophy, 

techniques for participatory activity research (PAR), and many ways to deal with famous media, 

correspondence, and social activity. 

Power as 'authority' has additionally affected banters about common society. Pundits of how 

common society is barely imagined in liberal vote-based thought - decreased to an 'associational' 

area as opposed to the state and market - have utilized Gramsci's definition to advise us that 

common society can likewise be an open arena of political battle and contestation over thoughts 

and standards. The objective of 'common society fortifying' being developed arrangement can in 

this way be sought after either in a neo-liberal feeling of building metro establishments to 

supplement states and markets, or in a Gramscian feeling of building urban abilities to think 

unexpectedly, to challenge presumptions and standards, and to express novel thoughts and dreams. 

• Physical Oppression 

Colonial brutality by the means of physical oppression was advocated in somewhere around two 

ways. One explanation had to do with binarism associated with a pre-conceived notion of Britisher 

being superior through eurocentrism. The factual fabrication that it makes a point of acceptance 

and passiveness for the brutality that Britishers enforced on Indians. Another vindication deals 
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with the constructed perception which portrays the act of colonialism as an act of civilization and 

purgation. Where people believed that a superior race enforced its superiority by punishing the 

inferior race to discipline them and make them more human. 

• Psychological Oppression 

One of the renowned theorists of Postcolonial space who primarily composed about the physical 

brutality was Franz Fanon, a psychiatrist of the African community who experience torments of 

colonial rule in the Caribbean state of Martinique. Fanon observed a portion of the mental 

oppression and psychological impacts of imperialism. Imperialist subjects around the world were 

continually informed that they would generally be inferior and in a state of subjugation compared 

to their colonizers. 

Psychological Oppression can also be traced and examined through the idea of Hegemony as 

Gramsci states Hegemony is a mode of exercising non-coercive authority where within a society 

a ruling class mostly asserts its authority by a non-cohesive methodology that is far removed from 

physical oppression and violence but more centralized on convincing the entire population that the 

interest of the specific ruling class is the interest of the entire population and Gramsci eludes that 

the middle class nationalist belonging to a social class which was evident in India marks the 

example of hegemony where this middle-class nationalist claimed and convinced that the self-

interest of them was the self-interest of the entire nation. 

Physical Oppression in Untouchable and A Passage to India 

All through the text, there are instances of subjugation by the Anglo-Indians towards the locals. 

Major Callendar brags about tormenting a harmed Indian youth by putting pepper on his injured 

face; Mr. Mc Bryde communicates disdainful perspectives on the desire the Indians show for white 

ladies; Ronny Heaslop is uninformed and Miss Dereck shows outrage towards her Indian 

managers, and Mr. Turton is egotistical towards the Indians. 

This bigotry shows in the Anglo-Indian perspectives toward Aziz after the occurrence in the 

caverns. Mr. McBryde feels that Aziz claims to be a good citizen, getting a Government position, 

while truly he is having a twofold existence. His negative lifestyle assumes control over his good 

self. As McBryde would like to think, Aziz acts remorselessly and severely to an English woman 
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and can't be excused. The policeman rushes to fault the Indians as every one of the colonialists 

did. The British feel that it is fundamental for them to adhere to the unwritten regulations on how 

they act towards local people. These unwritten guidelines, which local people will undoubtedly 

follow in their relations with the colonialists, defend the interests of the British, making them the 

white superiors. 

Any adjustment of these guidelines would gamble with the entire framework. 

In Untouchable by Mulk Raj Anand as Gulabo, a washerwoman, reprimands and misuses her child 

Ramcharan when she tracked down him in the organization of Bakha, a sweeper, during the 

marriage of her little girl, Goodness wrongfully generated. Though the youngsters don't bother 

much about one another's position they are very much aware that they all have a place with 

minimized bunch according to rank Hindus. Chota, a leather laborer's child slapped by a man 

whom Bakha contacted, by some coincidence, when he was strolling out and about. The sweeper 

is something like a lawbreaker or killer according to station Hindus. Whose sights make them cry 

from time to time. In any case, even sweepers don't need that wrongdoing to be finished by him 

• Psychological Oppression 

The British feel that it is essential for them to adhere to the unwritten guidelines on how they act 

towards local people. These unwritten guidelines, which local people will undoubtedly follow in 

their relations with the colonialists, shield the interests of the British, making them the white 

bosses. Any alteration of these guidelines would take a chance with the entire framework. One 

should take into consideration the Englishmen who move to India and have never had Indian 

companions back home. Large numbers of them plan to be men of honor and get to know Indians 

from the start, yet sooner or later they are informed that this isn't adequate in English society. A 

massive change should be visible and a portion of these equivalent Englishmen even start to affront 

the Indians. This can likewise be found in the way of behaving of Mr. Turton: he also had been 

near local people initially but, similar to allthe others before him, later on, he has little to no faith 

in any Indian. While Fielding first shows up in Quite a while, he is very agreeable and wishes to 

be enjoyed and acknowledged by the Indians. He decides to become a close acquaintance with 

Indians. However, even he, with his positive assessment of the Indians, feels now and again that 
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Indians are deplorable 

The text introspects the existence of the outcaste, Bakha who portrays the wretchedness and 

barbaric treatment of the subalterns and those who lack essential things before independence. The 

author portrays the occurrence that happened in the existence of Bakha, which ranges over a 

solitary day however in actuality ordinarily Bakha's life is loaded with such episodes. He is 

certainly not an individual yet a sort that is generally misjudged and mistreated by the position 

Hindus. Bakha feels like a confined bird that shudders its wings for a free flight however he gets 

himself defenseless to do such. Bakha is fastened in such suffocation mostly because of the 

environmental factors, unpleasant and unhygienic, where Bakha needs to reside and incompletely 

because of the treatment which he met on account of rank Hindus. 

Bakha in the novel is by all accounts oppressed by both outside also as interior powers and couldn't 

dispose of his servitude, however, he gets comforts yet it is only for a few seconds. He is looked 

at as castaway even by the distant and, surprisingly, his father manhandles him for a certain 

something or the other. As in the actual opening of the novel, we see Bakha gets numerous 

disparaging designations by his father Lakha; Son of a pig, you illicitly generated. 

He is minimized in the underestimated bunch. He is a Bhangi who cleans the toilets and is likewise 

alluded to as a sweeper kid in the book. Consequently, he is disposed of even by the other lower 

position Hindus like scroungers and washermen. He has not selected it by decision however it is 

being constrained upon him. Bakha would rather not perfect the soil of others. As his annoyance 

burst into a comment, similar to a volcanic emission when he was manhandled by Caste Hindu, 

passing on a street without declaring his methodology. 

He has scorn not for the work but rather how he is compelled to work and, surprisingly, in the wake 

of taking care of business he is manhandled and tortured for no reason, which Bakha couldn't have 

the option to comprehend. What's more, this is all happening given his low birth. Being a sweeper, 

he is avoided from each circle of life. The outcasts generally need to rely on others for food, cover, 

water, clothing, and so forth They can't carry on with a free life. They generally need to benefit 

from the extra of the others regardless if they are equipped for thinking, talking, procuring, and 

eating on par with the station Hindus. They are minimized or rejected from the web which is woven 
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by the rank Hindus just to get them and make their life defenseless. Here the writer went after the 

position of Hindus who are passing on from indulging however, they can't give food, even lift over 

pieces, to the outcaste. Whenever these standing Hindus end up in a difficult situation, they begin 

to fault each and everything, and outcasts are their first objective. 

Othering 

Frantz Fanon establishes the concept of the Other in his composition to be a critical idea in 

postcolonial studies. To him, the Other is not me he is the Other. So according to this point of 

view, work in this study has been made on the frontal area ideas. This study tries to consider how 

writing depicts the Other. It shows the method for keeping up with power over the Other 

experiencing the same thing, that is, a radical should see the Other as unique about the Self, and 

subsequently he needs to keep up with adequate personality with the Other to valorize command 

over it. Politically as well as socially the Self and the Other are addressed as the colonizer and the 

colonized. The Other by definition lack’s identity, legitimacy, virtue, and literality. In this sense 

he can be portrayed as the unfamiliar: the one who doesn't have a place with a gathering doesn't 

communicate in a given language, doesn't have similar traditions; he is the new, uncanny, 

unapproved, unseemly, and the inappropriate. To get the idea of the Self and the Other the 

formalistic methodology of Binarism by Saussure is utilized which is a significant thought that 

assists us with understanding how implications are being molded, made, or built up in a text. 

Double resistance is the rule of difference between two unrelated terms which contends that the 

apparent parallel division between civilized\ and savage has sustained and legitimized Western 

power structures inclining toward cultivated white men. The presence of pairs inside a text act to 

foster frequently strong layers of implying that work to keep up with and build up a general public 

or culture's prevailing belief systems. 

The first is the other as another person, as another brain and body that is to a great extent mysterious 

to the deciphering self. This is the other of Levinas’s ideas on the moral outcomes of the essential 

experience with this other. Levinas reverses the paradigmatic connection among self and others in 

Western idea, in which the other either plays no huge job by any stretch of the imagination. As 

indicated by Levinas, this normal, solipsistic invalidation of the other is pull in a repulsiveness for 
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the nearness of the other, which itself is brought into the world from offensiveness for the 

unavailability of the other's brain. Despite this missing other or other-as-adversary, Levinas' other 

is a neighbor, and oneself is established in its connection with that other-as-neighbor. The second 

is the other as development contrary to oneself, and by suggestion, the development of the self-

contrary to that other, the other of self-other instantiation and othering. This is the other of De 

Beauvoir's Le Deuxi'eme Sexe the Second Sex yet this other can likewise be seen in a significant 

number of Sartre's compositions. The third is a considerably more theoretical idea of the other as 

more than somebody outside of and additionally somehow or another went against to oneself. This 

is part or part of Lacan's large Other. Expanding on Freud, yet in addition, affected by Koj'eve's 

translation of Hegel, Lacan recognized minimal other and enormous Other, which he addressed in 

pseudo-numerical documentation as an and the first letter of aurra, French forother. Minimal other 

or a will be a reflection and projection of the self of the self-image, specifically; large Other or an 

is profoundly other and incorporates both different subjects also, the organized connections 

between oneself and those others 

Self and Other 

New beginners to India can't acknowledge something besides a pleasant, 'humanized' adaptation 

of India. Adela Quested claims that she needs to see the 'real' India, loathing the misleading builds 

of English nursery gatherings and elephant rides. We rapidly find further, that Adela's picture of 

India is itself limited. By dismissing her work as a delegate of the Indian person, Adela has 

perceived that the demonstration of pioneer oppression upsets the human relationship. In any case, 

she avoids the Colonial Other, 'However, I need to see them'. Eminently, Adela would rather not 

meet them. There are sections in the novel nonetheless, in which Forster endeavors to introduce 

this 'genuine' India. 

India is remote, old, and mysterious, a Himalayan India becoming covered by the 'fresher terrains. 

Inside these antiquated slopes, camouflaged now by the facade of pioneer India, lie the Marabar 

caves, which will stand up to Mrs. Moore and Adela on their excursion to see the 'genuine' India. 

This uncanny India isn't limited to the scene, yet is embodied in characters like the Hindu Professor 

Godbole. Godbole carries this enchantment to the account, when present at significant occasions, 
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but then far off, denying the personality of 'Indian the copy'; 'His entire appearance recommended 

congruity, as though he had accommodated the results of East and West, mental too as physical, 

and would never be ruffled. It can be proposed, to be sure, that as a Hindu, Godbole is to Forster 

more 'Other' than his Muslim Hero Aziz. There is proof from Forster's further composition close 

to this time that he saw this religion as an encapsulation of the disarray and slippery nature of 

'genuine' India: I do like Islam, though I truly have to come through Hinduism to get it. After all, 

the wreck and bounty and disarray of Gokul Ashtami, where nothing at any point halted or require 

at any point have started, it was like standing on a mountain Aziz, through the two his way of 

behaving and his religion, gives Forster and his characters with a conspicuous Other. Forster can't 

put Godbole inside the Other build of colonizer/subject, English/Anglicized, and as such he turns 

out to be yet more Other. On the double present, yet at the same not squeezing into the account of 

social emulate which is An Entry to India. Forster makes the qualification then, between the 

conspicuous Other, Forster's characters, at last, won't insight this 'genuine' India. Adela Quested 

sees those equivalent slopes through the requirement for something beautiful, diminishing their 

power and 'Otherness'; These slopes look heartfelt in specific lights and at an appropriate distance 

and seen on an evening from the upper veranda of the Club they made Miss Quested say 

conversationally to Derek that she ought to get a kick out of the chance to have gone. 

Untouchables establish the lower layer of the ordered progression of the Indian caste hierarchy. 

The lowly positions appointed to them and how they are treated in the public eye affirm their job 

as the 'other'. Manual Scavenging is training existing in India which makes self othering in exile. 

Mulk Raj Anand required extraordinary work to portray the mistreatment of the poor in the 

customary Indian culture through his works. He generally attempted to reproduce the existences 

of cornered and more unfortunate segments, in this way uncovering they're taking advantage of, 

ruined circumstances. Bakha the protagonist of the narrative is a representative of a marginalized 

community for 18 years and has a place with the sweeper local area. He lived in the outcastes' 

province and was given the job of cleaning the public restrooms. 

Bakha, having invested some energy serving the British in the Barracks fostered an interest in 

everything Western. The way of behaving of British fighters towards him as an individual, 
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dissimilar to the upper caste Hindus uplifted his connection with them. By impersonating British 

warriors in his ways and dress, Bakha felt better than his kindred outcastes. As Frantz Fanon places 

it in Black Skin White Masks, White men view themselves as better than individuals of color, and 

individuals of color attempt to get away from this sensation of mediocrity by remotely mirroring 

the white men in their ways of life, by putting on the white cover. Bakha places himself under the 

assistance of the British by tolerating their prevalence and strength and indiscriminately mimics 

them without being worried about the part of the opportunity. English track down Indians as the 

other, the inverse. They view Indians as subordinates, crude and unrefined. Here, Bakha attempts 

to connect the distinction between himself and the British through this impersonation. 

High-rank Hindus regarded Bakha and members of his community as garbage since they clean 

their dirt. For them Bakha's people group addresses the 'other'; poor people, doing lowly 

positioning jobs, bound to serve them and also, not quite the same as the picture of 'self' as seen by 

these rich upper caste individuals. Their attitude towards the untouchables causes them to 

incorporate this inadequacy and they even acknowledge this otherness. 

The women characters needed to argue the benevolence and kindliness of some upper caste Hindus 

to draw water for them. They reserved no option to go to schools and Bakha accordingly needed 

to pay off an upper-caste kid to educate him. They were additionally illegal from playing and 

blending with upper-caste kids. For an outcast, it was wrongdoing to smoke before individuals 

belonging to a higher caste or race. However, they were utilized for cleaning the worship premises, 

and the section inside the holy place was restricted for them. Bakha was blamed for dirtying the 

temple by going inside the sanctuary and Sohini, his sister was blamed for polluting the sanctuary 

cleric by contacting him. Sohini was attacked by the minister; however, he shouted out the untruth 

that she had dirtied him. Being the outcastes, Bakha and Sohini needed to stay quiet and experience 

the affront and cruel treatment. These minimized individuals needed to keep to the roadside and 

report their way to deal with staying away from contact with the high-rank Hindus. Bakha 

neglected to get down on his appearance once and accidentally contacted an upper caste. That man 

mishandled him and gave him a sharp blow all over while the group around them scoffed at him. 

The sort of embarrassment he needed to experience exacerbated the state of his local area. The 
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sensation of others and the method involved with othering exist between all ranks. The more the 

level of separation, the more it is apparent. In the wake of being embarrassed in a few occurrences, 

Bakha attempts to separate himself from the upper castes, and, surprisingly, his companions who 

had a place with the following higher positions. At the point when Ram Charan, the washerman's 

child offers him sugarplums, Bakha advises him to toss them at him and won't contact him. Rank 

inclination hence assumes a significant part in the othering of oneself. 

 

Conclusion 

The post-colonial texts majorly accentuate the elements concerning the problematic and 

questionable relationship between the colonizer and colonized which presents varying degrees of 

oppression and subjugation ranging from the outside forces to the internal forces and conflicts 

within the nation itself. 

Edward Morgan Forster’s A Passage to India highlights the idea of a colonial discourse revealing 

the various oriental stereotypes through Eurocentric vision and perspective. He constructs the novel 

with the vision of Binarism as he projects the ideology of self and others with great emphasis on 

the concept of othering as he throughout the narrative maintains the very thought that the self 

cannot other cannot be unified and come to an equilibrium position as to the world itself is made 

on the crust of differences. 

He examines the idea of discrimination and oppression by injecting the idea of mimicry that how 

an act of mimicking the colonizer ultimately puts them in a superior position and the colonized in 

the inferior position which creates a difference between one being at the central positioning and 

one at the periphery. He closely explores the never-ending question of that can a relationship be 

maintained between the two opposite poles negating the historical violence and massacre of 

humanity. He proposes the answer through the representation of significant characters in the 

narration of Aziz and 

Fielding. Fielding’s disapproval of British imperialists colonizers and their connection with 

discrimination furthermore, of the dread they base their system upon is clear in the text. Given 

subjugation and prejudice, colonization baffles any effort towards having an intimacy among Aziz 
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and Fielding. It is difficult to vindicate whether the companionship between the colonizer and the 

colonized could at any point be conceivable. Forster leaves the decision and conclusion as open-

ended for the readers he indicates a potential intimacy post-freedom when he says that Aziz is 

prepared to restore his connection with Fielding after Independence has been attained. This 

represents the companionship seen by him, which India and Britain would have once India was 

free. 

In the novel, Mulk Raj Anand passionately follows out the important impact, of the Hindu's control 

over untouchables. The primary outcome in Bakha's life is surrendering religion. 

Also, one more tremendous change in interest in British culture. Further, the untouchables lost their 

personality in society. Their entire life is devoted to serving the upper station individuals. What's 

more, here the upper station individuals are addressed as colonizers and the untouchables are 

addressed as colonized. The supposed Hindus peek downward at distant' lives and they dealt with 

them like slaves. The Colonizers of Hindus forced many standards on colonized untouchables 

individuals. Also, the marginalized lost all the appeal of life and they are not permitted to go into 

the standard society. 

This novel is an honest record of the wretched situation of untouchables who are exposed to 

immitigable social humiliation, simply because of their humble birth. It tends to be perceived that 

the battle of the subalterns can't end with such ease. Anand attempts to stick his faith in the 

improvement of the circumstance on the fantasy of the Gandhian belief system and vision. Anand 

does not just illuminate their miserable neediness and enduring yet additionally concentrates on 

their low-standing. The novel has its very own appalling delight. The will to revolt and the sheer 

difficulty of effectively doing such in light of the current situation comprises the fundamental 

pressure in the book. The legend is all the while a radical and casualty. His misery turns into our 

distress. Yet, Bakha has no grievous status as a substitute and a casualty, tyrannized by an 

unmanageable society. He is the least of the modest whose fate experiences no apparent 

disintegration. At last, we notice that the hypothesis of post colonialism is the most pervasive topic 

in Mulk Raj Anand's Untouchable Furthermore, at the same time we need to concur that this novel 

post-expansionism post-expansionism in a critical way. 
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These two novels originated from different regions altogether portray varying experiences of polar 

opposing on one the same subject matter. Morgan’s view of the very act of Post Colonialism 

through the lens of eurocentrism and orientalism. 
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